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Abstract: The cyclization reaction of 3-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-1-(naphthalen-1-yl)prop-2-en-1-one (1)
using hydrazine hydrate in acetic acid medium culminates, resulting in the title compound
1-[5-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-3-(naphthalen-1-yl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-1-yl]ethan-1-one (2). The structure
of the newly synthesized compound is determined by IR, 1 H-NMR, 13 C-NMR and mass spectral data.
In order to evaluate the putative molecular interactions, the title compound (2) is docked against the
active site of Cytochrome P450 14α-sterol demethylase (CYP51) from Mycobacterium tuberculosis.
Keywords: pyrazoline; cytochrome P450 ; molecular docking

1. Introduction
One of the most convenient synthetic methodologies employed for the synthesis of pyrazoline
derivatives involves the cyclization of α,β-unsaturated ketones with hydrazine and its derivatives in
the presence of a suitable cyclizing agent such as acetic acid. Compounds containing pyrazoline
pharmacophore have been reported to display pronounced anti-diabetic [1], anti-tubercular [2],
antidepressant [3], anticonvulsant [4], antimicrobial [5], anti-inflammatory [6,7], anticancer [8–10]
and antiamoebic [11] properties. In view of developing relevant pharmacological activities using
pyrazoline tethered heterocyclic compounds, the design and synthesis of the title compound were
undertaken to test its biological potency.
Molecular docking is a very powerful computational tool which determines the extent of
interactions of the ligand bound to the active site of the enzyme. Cytochrome P450 (CYP) are proteins
belonging to the class of hemoproteins, with heme embodied as a cofactor. These enzymes are
associated with the metabolism of potentially active compounds such as drugs and products of
endogenous metabolism. In bacteria, their function is attributed to its role in specialized metabolite
biosynthetic pathways. Cytochrome P450 14α-sterol demethylases being imperative enzymes in
sterol biosynthesis, prove to be the suitable target for evaluating the potency of newly synthesized
molecules [12]. One of the legitimate drug targets for cytochrome P450, being fluconazole bound CYP51
from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTCYP51), has been selected for the evaluation of its interactions
with the synthesised compound.
2. Results
The schematic pathway for the synthesis of the title compound (2) is outlined in Scheme 1.
The compound 3-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-1-(naphthalen-1-yl)prop-2-en-1-one (1) on reaction with hydrazine
hydrate in glacial acetic acid medium, underwent cyclization in reflux condition to yield the title
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Figure 2. (a) 2D and (b) 3D docking pose of the compound (2) with MTCYP51.
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Molecular docking between the title compound (2) and the target protein MTCYP51 showed
entrenched π-π stacking and π-cation interactions, thus depicting the enzyme-ligand binding. The
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Molecular docking between the title compound (2) and the target protein MTCYP51 showed
entrenched π-π stacking and π-cation interactions, thus depicting the enzyme-ligand binding. The two
6-membered rings of the naphthyl group exhibited two π-π stacking interactions with the same Phe
78 residue of the active site of the protein. In addition to these interactions, the phenyl ring containing
the ethoxy group, displayed π-cation interaction with the Arg 96 residue of the protein. Furthermore,
the title compound also showed a better glide score in comparison with the standard drug fluconazole.
4. Materials and Methods
All reagents and chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich India (Bangalore, India) and
utilised without further purification. The melting point was determined using an open capillary tube
(Shiv Scientific Stores (Regd.), Delhi, India) and was uncorrected. The purity of the compound was
monitored by thin layer chromatography using Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) silica gel 60 F254 coated
aluminium plates. IR spectrum was recorded on Shimadzu-FTIR Infrared spectrometer (Shimadzu,
Kyoto, Japan) (υmax in cm−1 ). 1 H-NMR (400 MHz) spectrum was recorded on a Bruker 400 MHz
high resolution multinuclear FT-NMR spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin AG, Fällanden, Switzerland),
with 5 mm PABBO BB-1H tubes, whereas the 13 C-NMR (100 MHz) spectrum was recorded in CDCl3
solvent at 100 MHz with tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the internal standard. Mass spectrum was
obtained using Shimadzu LCMS-8030 mass spectrometer (Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan). Elemental
analysis was carried out by using VARIO EL-III (Elemental AnalysensystemeGmBH, Langenselbold,
Germany). The structure of the protein was downloaded directly from the Protein Data Bank, (PDB ID:
1EA1), followed by optimization by the removal of water molecules. The computational calculations
were performed using Schrödinger Software Suite 2015-2 with hardware 2× Intel Xeon 1.9 GHz
ES-2420/6C/15MB Cache RAM 6× 4Gb DDR-3 1333 MHz ECC RDIMM 4× 500 Gb Graphics Card
NvidiaQuadro 600 machine. The ligand was prepared using LigPrep and fluconazole was kept as a
reference ligand. The grid was generated for the protein, and the title compound was docked into
the active site. The ligand-enzyme interaction studies and the docking figures were generated using
Schrödinger Glide and the 2D structure was drawn using Schrödinger maestro 10.2. (Schrödinger,
New York, NY, USA).
Synthesis of 1-[5-(4-ethoxyphenyl)-3-(naphthalen-1-yl)-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-1-yl)ethan-1-one
3-(4-Ethoxyphenyl)-1-(naphthalen-1-yl)prop-2-en-1-one (302 mg, 1 mmol) which was synthesised
according to the reported experimental protocol [13], was treated with hydrazine hydrate (0.1 mL,
2.05 mmol) and refluxed for 5 h in glacial acetic acid medium. The completion of the reaction was
determined by thin layer chromatography, after which the reaction mixture was cooled to room
temperature and plunged into crushed ice. The precipitated solid was filtered, dried and recrystallised
using ethanol to obtain the title compound as cream coloured needles with the yield of 82% (294 mg).
Melting point: 98–100 ◦ C; MS: m/z = 359.15 (M+ + 1); IR: υmax (cm−1 ), 3022 (Ar-H), 2910 (Al-H),
1722 (C=O), 1641 (C=N), 1203 (Ar-O-C- stretch); 1 H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3 ): ppm, 1.39 (t, 3H, -CH3 ,
J = 6.8 Hz), 2.50 (s, 3H, -C(O)CH3 ), 3.36 (dd, 1H, pyrazoline HA , JAM = 17.6 Hz, JAX = 4.4 Hz), 3.96 (dd,
1H, pyrazoline HM , JMA = 8.4 Hz, JMX = 2.5 Hz), 3.98 (q, 2H, -CH2 , J = 6.8 Hz) 5.73 (dd, pyrazoline HX ,
JXA = 11.6 Hz, JXM = 4.4 Hz), 6.83–7.92 (m, 11H, Ar-H) ; 13 C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3 ): ppm, 14.8 (-CH3 ),
22.2 (C(O)CH3 ), 44.9 (-CH2 ), 58.3 (C-4 of pyrazoline ring), 63.4 (C-5 of pyrazoline ring), 114.8, 124.7,
126.3, 126.6, 126.9, 127.6, 127.8, 128.2, 128.7, 130.5, 131.1, 133.9, 134.1, 154.4 (C=N), 158.4, 168.8 (C=O);
Elemental analysis: Calculated for C23 H22 O2 N2 , C, 77.07%; H, 6.19%; N, 7.82%. Found: C, 77.01%;
H, 6.12%; N, 7.74%
5. Conclusions
In this study, a simple and straight-forward method for the synthesis of pyrazoline derivative
is reported. The structure of the compound obtained is confirmed by spectroscopic data. A conjoint
docking evaluation of the compound with the MTCYP51 protein is also carried out to investigate
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the potency of the compound to act as a ligand to the target protein. The docking results indicated
the presence of π-π stacking and π-cation interactions, as well as an augmented docking score of
the title compound in comparison with the standard drug fluconazole, throws light on the possible
pharmacological utility of the title compound.
Supplementary Materials: IR, 1 H-NMR, 13 C-NMR and mass spectral data are available online.
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